
INDUSTRIAL IoT 
ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS



MINI SERIES

DYNICS MINI series features five different minicomputers (Standard (S), Extended (E), Desktop (D), Sealed IP50 (X), Multi-Media (M), 
Sealed IP50 with 2x or 4x extra NICs (G), equipped with a Braswell Quad Core processor and aluminum heatsinks. Making these compact 

computers powerful and effective in industrial environments; suited for a multitude of production applications.

Also, the MINI series are available with a Bay Trail Dual Core processor with ACP® ThinManager enabled. 



Xi SERIES

DYNICS Xi series is a compact computer built with no moving parts and equipped with an 
aluminum heatsink in an IP50 and IP65 sealed form factor, featuring Braswell, 6th and 8th 

Gen Core i5 / i7 selections.   

The XiS is also available with ACP® ThinManager.



COMPUTER NODES

All of our DYNICS PCs are stand alone PC, or can be paired with a DYNICS Industrial monitor. 
Our multiple Industrial Computer Modules are ideal for intensive industrial environments.

They range from Din Rail (DR) compact and energy efficient PCs to high power, multi
PCI/PCIe slots with highly configurable options and removable 2.5” SATA drives.

Available with 100~240VAC or 24VDC Power Entry. 



Performance and Functionality



19” RACKMOUNTS

DYNICS Industrial Rackmount Chassis are Space Saving and Powerful 2U, 3U and 4U Rackmount Solutions.
All of our rackmounts include removable drive trays, metal enclosure, graphite gray, or black and blue powder coat finish.

Available with single or redundant industrial power supplies 100~240VAC.
Highly configurable options with 2.5” or 3.5” SSD or HDD Enterprise Grade Drives in many RAID configurations. 



19” RACKMOUNTS



PANEL MOUNT MONITORS

DYNICS FHX and SHW Monitors are HOPE INDUSTRIAL panel mounted price competitive replacements with a NEMA 4 / NEMA 4X rating. 
These monitors have an optional analog 5-wire resistive touch screen or polycarbonate lens.

Available in many LCD sizes in black powder coat or stainless steel finish. 

FX & SW monitors are still available, contact us for more details.
CLASS I DIVISION II OFFERINGS COMING SOON! 2020 Q1



INDUSTRIAL PANEL PCs

Our Industrial Panel PCs are powerful feature panel mount PC systems.
Available from 7” to 24” monitors in a 4:3 and 16:9 aspect ratio, with analog or projective capacitive touchscreen,

selection of many low to high power motherboard/CPUs, operating systems and SSD/HDD options

Many of our models are available as ACP® ThinManager enabled. 



INDUSTRIAL PANEL PCs

The DYNICS PV, PW and SW BTMI are industrial PC based HMIs with SSD and fanless design,
they have a powerful Quad Core Braswell 1.6GHz CPU to run most

HMI software applications at a very competitive
price point. 



INDUSTRIAL INTEGRATED WORKSTATIONS

The BBK is a slim industrial grade monitor integrated with a Braswell or Sky Lake high power CPU 
which is a great replacement for consumer grade computers in an industrial environment.

The XY-PIX industrial workstation is a panel mounted drop-in replacement with keypad interface,
USB front port and optional analog resistive touchscreen capability ideal for legacy solutions.



INDUSTRIAL INTEGRATED WORKSTATIONS

The EX|EW sealed workstation is housed in a NEMA 4  rated enclosure 
for industrial applications with overhead or pedestal mounting capability.
Multiple configurations are available to meet your industrial needs.

The customizable fanless industrial PC includes multiple storage
and motherboard options in 24VDC (4-pin) or
120~240VAC (3-pin) power entry.

The EX is offered with 15”, 17” and 19” 4:3 
aspect ratio monitors.
The EW is offered with 18.5”, 21.5” and 24” 
wide screen 16:9 aspect ratio monitors.

The EXV and EWV are offered with embedded 
4x PoE X-Coded

The EW24AI and EWV24AI are offered with 24” 
& Nvidia Tesla T4 GPU graphic cards



INDUSTRIAL INTEGRATED WORKSTATIONS



VERTISTAND



The VertiStand is a highly customizable industrial station. 
It can accommodate custom trays and control plates for keyboard, printer, power supplies, switches, etc.

Our DYNICS EX|EW or HX|HW workstations are easily mounted with metal brackets provided in each configuration. 
The VertiStand has swing-arm or control panel options customized to meet your specific industrial requirements.

The SC-US3500 UPS is designed to protect and back up sensitive electronic equipment.
Maintenance and battery free, with a 10 year life span, uninterruptible power supply and an automatic switch over.

The PT-PoE device is designed to add power over Ethernet to new or existing networks. Their IP65 rating
makes them perfect for industrial applications. It includes 4x M12 X or D-Coded outputs, power delivery up to 

30W per port, data speeds up to 1Gb and LED indicators. 



ANDON SOLUTIONS

DYNICS CW ANDON is a great alternative to consumer grade TVs as it comes in a metal enclosure with an industrial 24/7 grade 
display and integrated computer configurations. 

It can be mounted to a wall, ceiling or column with a selection of metal brackets with universal VESA pattern mounts.
The CW is configurable as a single or double-sided unit with or without an integrated PC.



ANDON SOLUTIONS

DYNICS VW75 is an easy to configure all-in-one system with multiple display capabilities. The VW75 is capable of displaying a single image over all 2/4 displays or 
2/4 independent images at once. This plug and play system is ideal for creative and dynamic digital signage,

information relay, command and control operations, and more.



ANDON SOLUTIONS

DYNICS LW is a versatile display, designed to be a monitor or integrated with a sealed XiS PC.
The LW is housed in a fan-less, drip-proof enclosure, able to operate 24/7 in environments up to 50°C/122°F ambient temperature. 

It is designed for overhead mounting as a single or back-to-back configuration, with 1 or 2 XiS PC(s) for independent video showing on each side.





ANDON SOLUTIONS

The Ultra Wide 37” (diagonally) is a perfect solution to replace old LED “bingo boards” which are limited to a certain number
of digits per row and a few colors. The UW37 runs with Windows OS so there is no limitation to font sizes, colors or graphics. 

It is available with an integrated Braswell configuration as a single or double sided unit with optional Wi-Fi and high power Soundbars.



ANDON SOLUTIONS

Stay tuned for our newer UltraWide 88” (diagonal) display.
The UW88 is a new signage format widescreen 32:9 aspect ratio plus Ultra HD half 4K resolutions.

Sleek design for space, ready to install from ceiling with heavy duty metal welded hangers,
optional Wi-Fi capability and SoundBar ready. Available early 2020!



INTERACTIVE SOLUTIONS

The PWS Portable Workstation is our answer to an increasing need to bring interactive processes to more locations and multiple audiences. It combines dynamic touch 
screen functionality with large 55” and 75” displays and integrated computers in an all-in-one package. Available with Wi-Fi, speakers in a durable, and light-weight extruded 

aluminum structure. The PWS is plug and play!



INTERACTIVE SOLUTIONS

DYNICS AW is a complete line of interactive displays that can easily be wall, table, or stand mounted. Designed with infrared; up to 20-points of touch, the infrared sensor 
technology can be combined with an optional integrated PC to create a flexible system that can be built to fit any consumer needs.

Highly customizable options, please call us for more details. 



DYNICS Global Presence



Our products are proudly MADE IN AMERICA.
Established in 1997 DYNICS we have over 30 years of creating high quality industrial hardware solutions for the marketplace by designing, building, and servicing PC 

solutions from our headquarters in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

620 Technology Drive  |  Ann Arbor, MI 48108
Ph. 734.677.6100
Fax 734.677.6105

Email: sales@dynics.com
Web: www.dynics.com


